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Al :mtract - -An  altmmative is given to Hilton and Pedersen's method of defining binomial coefficients 
(n) for any integers n, r. It involves using the usual factorial formula for (r  n) via the defining of the 
factorial ratio n!/r! for any integers n, r. In the process, defining 0/0 = 1 turns out to have several 
useful applications. An attempt o extend the binomial theorem to negative exponents uggests 
viewing the extended Pascal's trlansle as binomial coefficients modulo an infinite nttmber. 
In this journal [1], Hilton and Pedersen extend Pascal's triangle by using Taylor's series and a 
symmetry principle to determine a unique value for the binomial coefficient (rn), for n, r, any 
integers. The result is a beautiful object with manifold symmetry properties (Fig. 1). 
1 0 0 0 0 1 
-4 1 0 0 0 1 -4 
6 -3 1 0 0 1 -3 6 
-4 3 -2 1 0 1 -2 3 -4 
1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 2 1 0 0 
0 1 3 3 1 0 
1 4 6 4 1 
Fig. 1. A partial table of coefBcients (n),  from row n ---- -5  at the top, to n --= 4 at 
the bottom, and from right-tilted column r - -5  at the left, to n -- 4 at the right. 
A simple alternative to their approach is to use the usual factorial formula for (~), which 
receives a unique value by first defining the factorial ratio, for any integers n, r, by 
n[ f n (n -  l ) . . . ( r  + 1), n > r, 
~" = 11' n--r, (1) 
11[r(r - 1)-.. (n -I- i)], n < r. 
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Then n!/l! gives the usual results for n!, including 0! = 1 and n! = oo for n < 0. Now, however, 
when n and r are both negative, instead of the indeterminate oo/co, a specific value is defined. 
The product of two factorial ratios [n!/r!][m!/s!] is the indeterminate 0 .oo, precisely when 
n >_ 0 > r and m < 0 < s, since then 
~. 7 =[n(n-1)"'O"'(r+l)] (s(s-1)...O...(m+l)) " (2) 
If one now cancels like terms, namely the O's and the elements on each side of the 0's which are 
the same, the result is [n!/s!][m!/r!], which is a nonzero integer. Thus, to give every product of 
two factorial ratios a determinate value, define for all n, r, m, s that 
~ = ~.I -'~-.w " (3) 
It now follows that if the product of two factorial ratios is 0 • oo, then cancelling the O's, i.e., 
setting 0/0 = 1 (before doing any multiplication), will give the correct value. 
With this preparation, the definition for the binomial coe]fident (rn), for any integers n, r, is 
n! 1! 
This then gives exactly the same values for (~) as in [1]. Also, the first reflection identity now 
follows directly, 
n! 1! n! 1! n 
Definition (1) makes manifest he intuitive idea behind the factorial ratio but, for many pur- 
poses, it is convenient not to have to consider three separate cases. The factorial ratio n!/(n- r)! 
is a product of Ir] terms which can be written in the following form, for all integers n, r, where 
the case ]r I = 0 is interpreted as the empty product which is equal to 1, 
(._~1!- I I  "+}+(}- i )  ~ (6) 
i=l 
This will be used in an appendix to derive the other reflection identities given in [1]. 
The usual algebraic proof for the basic property of Pascal's triangle, called the Pascal identily 
in [1], works for the extension to all integers n, r, with one exception, where the exception occurs 
because 
(n -  r + 1) (n + 1) 
1 + = , except for n + 1 = r = 0. (7) 
r 7" 
The proof is as follows, 
= ['(n n! 
- -  r -.]..- 1)!'] 
[ (.  + 1)! ] 
= I.(.-- ; ;  i)~J ("+~) 
r 
If one plugs in n + 1 = r = 0 in (8), one gets the false result 
[ 1~]  (1 - t - (n - - r+r  1)) 
[1.~], except for nWl=r=0,  
(8) 
1+1 = 1, (9) 
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while plugging the same into (7) gives 
1 + 0/0 = 0/0, (10) 
which is an interesting case where using the cancellation trick in (10) gives the correct false result. 
Another property which holds for the original Pascal's triangle, namely the (on) for 0 < r < n, 
is the binomial theorem, 
( l+x)n  = ~ (nr) x" = (O) Z°+'"+ ( : )  xn" (11)  
r----0 
This makes use of all the nonzero coefficients in the nth row starting with (~) and ending with 
(nn). Now when n < 0, there are two sets of nonzero coefficients in the nth row, namely those (n) 
with 0 < r < ~,  and those with -~ < r < n. This suggests that for n < 0, the expression for 
(11) should perhaps be interpreted as 
(:) (0) (:) (:) X r = x 0+. . .+  X n = X r+ X r. 
r=O r=O r------oo 
(12) 
The two infinite series are familiar. Algebraically, each series by itself is equal to (1 + z) n, for 
all z, since the result of multiplying each series by the finite polynomial (1 + z) -n  is 1. If one 
further considers convergence, ach converges to (1 + x) n, the radius of convergence for the first 
series being Ixl < 1, while that for the second series is Izl > 1. Besides this somewhat puzzling 
result, thinking of the variable r as looping out to infinity and returning to the negative side also 
suggests thinking of the variable n as doing the same. Then one can think of the rows for n > 0 
as being the "top half' of Pascal's 
the (o) forming the lefthand edge 
n = -1  forming the bottom edge. 
lattice points (~) are situated and 
triangle and those for n < 0 as being the "bottom half," with 
of the triangle, the (n ) forming the righthand edge, and row 
Effectively, this means taking the infinite plane on which the 
rolling it up into an infinite torus. 
The ideas of the last paragraph suggest considering the binomial coefficients modulo p, for p 
an infinite prime integer. Besides helping to solve the puzzle suggested by (12), this also provides 
another perspective on the singular case where Pascal's identity fails, and further, even allows for 
a combinatorial interpretation of (rn), for n < 0. These results will be detailed in another paper. 
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APPENDIX  
By changing the index to j, where i = Jr I - j + 1, (6) can be expressed in another form which allows for the 
derivation of a useful property of factorial ratios when one multiplies each term in the product by -1, 
n! Irl [ r__ 1 "/I,'l 
(n - , ) t  = H n+½-r - (½- j ) I ' l J  
j-.-1 
I"1 [ . r "1 "/I,'1 
= ( -1 ) rH  I . -n+r - l+ l+(1-3) [ '~ J  
j----1 
(-n + r - 1)! 
= ( -1 ) ,  V_~- z ~., . 
(13) 
Now (13) holds for all integers n,r, hut it can be sharpened some with a view to some future manipulations. For 
the case r _< n < 0, the product for n!/(n - r)[ has 1/0 for one of its terms, so the value of the exponent r in 
( -1 )  r is irrevelant. However, if one multiplies n!/(n - r)! by another factorial ratio (e.g., l[/r!), whose product 
has a 0 for one of its terms, then by the cancellation trick, there will be one less term in the original product and 
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the exponent r will be changed to r + 1 (remember r < 0) to indicate this. Similarly, when 0 < n < r, the product 
for n! / (n  - r)! has 0 for one of its terms and the exponent r is again irrelevant, but in anticipation of possible 
cancellation, the exponent will be changed to r - 1. This is accomplished by the following version of (13), along 
with the definition 0/101 -- 1, i.e., another form of the cancellation trick is used to get the correct result, 
n! = (_ l ) r _ ( l /2 ) [n / in l _ (n_ r ) / in_ r l  ] ( -n  + r - 1)! (14) 
(n -  r)! ( -n -  1)! 
The absolute value of the exponent of -1  is thus the number of terms in the product which are finite and nonzero. 
Equation (14) is now used to get what Hilton and Pedersen [1] called the second reflection identity, 
[:.,] 
= (_ , . - . ,~ , , ° , , . , - ( ° - . , , ° - . ,  r(-o +: =~)'1 r]z' (15) 
L ( -n - l ) ,  J L~.'J 
= (_ l ) , -o /~)c - / , -H - - , ) / , - - ,u~ (- '~ + r -  1 ) .  
- 7"  
The third reflection identity, 
0 -- (-'~ .... "'~'~("-~'"°-"-""°" (-:- ~,), 
follows by using (5), then (15), and then (5) again. 
(16) 
